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Abstract
The integration of high transparent bilateral control system and vision-based navigation
system is important for the development of safe and secure teleoperation technology. To realize
this, it is necessary to be able to handle the object’s motion tracking elements that form this
invention. The advent of real-time image guidance in the haptic environment has led to the
development of the latest technologies. One of the important parts to be considered is how the
object can be tracked.
This study proposes a force-based compliance control method utilizing visual information
that can be integrated with a haptic system for motion navigation tasks. The force generated on
the basis of useful image information of the tracked object is utilized to provide a response to the
bilateral control system. An eye-to-hand approach is used to magnify the information from the
vision sensor. The control strategy, image processing method, and integration techniques are
elaborated upon in detail. To prove the utility of the proposed method, the study is conducted
to find the effect of the generated force by the different scaling of the object’s size. Experiments
were conducted using different distances between the camera and object to validate the pro-
posed integration method. The effectiveness of the proposed method was evaluated through a
comparison with the conventional bilateral control method. The intention is also be given to the
robustness of the navigation technique. As for the motion navigation task, the integration of
bilateral control of a master-slave system with the vision-based force compliance controller will
have some modelling error. The disturbance of the modelling error that occurs in the integration
of the system will be compensated by the implementation of vision-based disturbance observer
(VDOB). The concept of control structure between the integration of bilateral manipulator,
vision-based force compliance controller and the vision-based disturbance observer is described.
Experiments were conducted to compare the result of without and with the proposed integration
method. From the experimental results, the robustness of the proposed system are confirmed.
The study also be focussed on the object coordinate orientational effect to the proposed virtual
force navigation method. Thus, this study provides a solution for solving the object’s rotational
effect during the navigation process by the haptic bilateral control system. During object’s nav-
igation, the virtual force is generated and affected to the manipulator’s horizontal trajectory
movement. The study on the different rotational angle of an object’s trajectory which reflects
to different movement direction of produced force are observed.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background
In this chapter, I will review some related works in haptic system, implementation of disturbance
observer (DOB), application of reaction force observer (RFOB) and bilateral control system,
correspondingly. Next, it will continue by the review on the vision-based system, the visual
navigation, image processing techniques and visual force control, respectively.
1.1.1 Haptics for Human Support
Haptic feedback offers the potential to increase the quality and capability of human–machine
interactions, as well as the ability to skillfully manipulate objects by exploiting the sense of
touch [1]. It also can be used to sense a physical environment at a remote site in order to
overcome spatial or scale barriers in telemanipulation [2]. There a many methods in the de-
velopment of motion control for robotic devices in order to realize the haptic sensation. The
literature on the haptic development method is very extensive. Several control and integration
techniques have been presented to cope with real-time haptic telemanipulation system. Hachisu
et al. had done the investigation about the integration of pseudo-haptic feedback with vibratory
feedback [3]. Thus, they proposed two novel approaches that combine pseudo-haptic feedback
with visual and tactile vibrations. The other researcher had implemented the Kalman active
observers technique to control a robotic manipulator with haptic device [4]. Haptic devices can
representing real behavior of objects in virtual space. It can be done by gathering the correct
frictional information of that object and one of the solution is by implementing the vision-aided
system [5,6].
1
The virtual reality [7] is one of the example of haptic vision system. Kenji et al. proposed the
detection of finger touch using transparent flexible sheet by using the vision-based system [8].
The indentation of the contact point is measured and represented as the haptic cue in the
display system. The application of vision-based haptic also can be applied for the development
of robotic finger [9]. The camera can be placed at each tip of the robot finger and act like a force
sensor based on the deformation of its markers. Well-positioned of the sensor may provide better
sensory information [10]. Thus, the system can distinguish between different types of materials,
i.e., solid, soft and amorphous, from the 3D reconstruction of the tip finger’s membrane contact
area [11].
Haptic also being reported can be used in microrobotics applications [12, 13]. Even for
the small scale object manipulation task, the tiny gripper can effectively provide the haptic
feedback. For the living micro biological cell injection application, Mehdi et al. proposed the
3D human-machine user’s interface in order to allow real-time realistic visual and haptic control
strategies [14,15]. This technique later can also be applied for the telerobotic surgical system [16]
and integrated EMG-based medical system [17].
As haptic application getting much interest, some researchers had conducted the study to
develop a system for the disabled people. Akhter et al. applied a smartphone-based haptic–
vision system to help the blind to ’see’ through touch [18]. While, Lisa et al. focussed on aiding
the non-sighted art makers people [19] to support their art and design task. Not only for the
human aided system, the haptic research also be applied for the basketball robot which can
balance the ball on a plate [20]. The system was imposed to the six degrees of freedom serial
industrial robot based on pure haptic information. In 2013, Agravante and his team developed
the human-humanoid joint haptic technology to support the table carrying task [21]. This
research’s goal is to incorporate the vision into human-humanoid haptic joint actions control
and planning.
For the application of perceiving the object stiffness, the pure information must be gathered
from the haptic feedback. Thus, in medical application, it can permit surgeons to distinguish
the softness of tissues [22]. This can be supported by providing the visual feedback. By the way,
the correct viewing angle (VA) [23] is important to give correct apparent of visual deformation
of objects. The study was conducted and resulted that the VA should never be greater than
15◦ to eliminate perceptual illusions. All in all, the visual informations of the target object and
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its haptic cues are depends upon each other in order to offer precise senses in perceiving object
stiffness.
1.1.2 Implementation of Disturbance Observer Method
Controlling the robots in contact with the environment is an important problem in industry
applications. The robots are subject to interaction forces whenever they perform task involving
motion that is constrainted by environment [24]. It is commonly known that information of a
force sensor provides much noise. In order to solve the instability of force control, a disturbance
observer (DOB) technique can be implemented instead of the force sensor. Thus, it can reduce
the number of sensor uses on a robot yet producing better motion control feedback.
The disturbance observer method was proposed by Ohnishi et al. in early 80’s [25]. The
DOB can estimates external disturbances and system uncertainties [26], e.g., friction, inertia
variation and etc., automatically. Year by year, various study had been conducted to improve
the design of DOB method [27–31]. In earlier stage, the DOB was designed by the second-
order derivatives of the position response, which is sensed by a position encoder, to attain the
acceleration information. However, the bandwidth is limited due to the derivatives noise [32].
To solve the problem, Katsura et al. developed a novel structure of a disturbance observer which
uses an acceleration sensor to enlarge the bandwidth [33]. Other types of DOB technique were
reported earlier to be combined with other control methods such as fuzzy state control [34],
sliding-mode control [35] and PID control [36].
As the popularity of DOB technique become increase, many application were developed
which based on the concept of disturbance compensation. One of the famous applications is
be applied for the manipulator motion control. In April 2000, Satoshi et al. was proposed a
redundant manipulator control method using the disturbance observer with no inverse dynamics.
The proposed strategy can realize acceleration control and second derivative of force control in
task space [37], which realizes robust [38] and precise control of manipulators [39, 40]. Not
only for robotic manipulator applications, the concept of DOB also reported being used in
the missile seeker application [41]. This study applied the filtering of base motion disturbance
estimation method from the sight line rate for homing guidance of missiles. In May 2008,
Natori et al. developed the time-delay compensator in network communication line by using
the communication disturbance observer concept [42].
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For the application to the speed control of a motor, a new multiple-input-multiple-output
(MIMO) fuzzy disturbance observer based method was applied [43]. This method was pro-
posed by Kim et al. to achieve the good tracking performance of a permanence magnet (PM)
synchronous motor. In tiny motor application, Lee et al. proposed the state space distur-
bance observer method for robust fast seek control of a hard disk drive positioning servo track
writer [44,45]. Since the rotation of the motor is based on the magnetic influence, Thomas et al.
developed the nonlinear decoupled disturbance observer method to estimate and suppress static
offset and synchronous vibration in rotating shaft with magnetic bearings application [46]. As
a result, the proposed design provides a simple precision motion control strategy that can give
accurate positioning over the bearing air gap of manipulator system.
The DOB not only support for the linear system, but it also can be extended to provide a
solution in disturbance compensation of a nonlinear system. Several research were conducted to
prove the concept. In August 2000, Wen-Hen Chen et al. proposed the nonlinear disturbance
observer based control method [47] to be applied in the control problem of a nonlinear system
[48]. Later, in April 2011, Mohammadi and his team developed the disturbance observer-
based control of nonlinear haptic teleoperation systems. The control scheme is able to decrease
the adverse effects of the disturbance on the stability and transparency of the teleoperation
system [49]. Next, in August 2013, Mou Chen and Shuzhi Sam Ge proposed the direct adaptive
neural network control method for a class of uncertain nonaffine nonlinear systems with unknown
nonsymmetric input saturation [50]. By the results, it shows that the disturbance observer based
control method had illustrated the effectiveness of the proposed adaptive control techniques.
1.1.3 Utilization of Reaction Force Observer Method
Control of the contact between robot and environment has been one of the most popular research
problems in robotics. Force control is crucial to realize to realize a contact motion, yet poor
stability and low performance of force control systems are the main challenging issues to realize
aforesaid applications [51]. In order to tackle this issue, the extended method of disturbance
observer concept was developed to estimate the reaction force of the system without use of force
sensor [52, 53]. This method called as the reaction force observer (RFOB). The DOB can be
coupled with RFOB [54] to give the proper position and force feedback control. There are many
way to design the effective RFOB. Smith et al. proposed two neural-network-based force/torque
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observers that do not require a system dynamic model [55]. While, Phuong et al. developed
the FPGA-based high performance force control system for the development of friction-free and
noise-free force observation system [56]. For the teleoperation systems, a model-independent
force observer based system was developed by Farid et al. for hand force estimation [57].
The technique of estimated force or torque observer can be applied in various application.
In the medical field, it can be used for the rehabilitation [58] and surgical robot instrument
system [59]. This method can handle the lack of feedback of tactile sensation of master-slave
”da-Vinci” surgical robot system [60]. For the flexible arm manipulator system, the method
of reaction force observer has promises better feedback. Izumikawa et al. proposed the RFOB
technique for the vibration suppression control of a one line flexible arm robot [61]. While,
Katsura et al. developed the force servoing method to suppress torsional vibration of two-mass
resonant flexible manipulator system [62]. They also considered the bandwidth of force sensing
since it is very important for contact motion control [63].
The development of reaction force observer also reported be used in the mobile applications.
In power-assisted mobile vehicle (PAMV) wheelchair system, the implementation of torque
estimation can provide appropriate assisted force [64]. In order to stabilize the vehicle motion,
independent in-wheel motor control and active steering control are treated. To achieve that,
Kanghyun et al. proposed the motion stabilization of electric vehicles based on active front
steering control [65]. In June 2006, Ohishi et al. developed the robust tracking servo system
for the optical disk recording system with the implementation of feedforward controller based
on the prediction of the tracking error [66]. This system which considering the disturbance
force has resulted robust tracking control that keeps the tracking error smaller compared to
the conventional method. Other than that, the RFOB technique also can be used for the force
estimation of piezoelectric actuator [67] and electrohydraulic actuator [68].
For the application of force estimation in the field of motor drives, Hwang et al. has pro-
posed an active ripple-reproduction scheme for an linear hybrid stepping motor (LHSM) [69].
The proposal was based on a position-dependent nonlinear model developed through an elabo-
rate reluctance network analysis. In April 2010, Mitsantisuk et al. developed the force control
technique of human-robot interaction method using twin direct drive motor system which con-
sidering the RFOB [70]. In the field of injection molding machine, the RFOB were reported to
be used to develop the robust sensorless pressure control system [71] and sensorless force control
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considering torsion phenomenon [72].
1.1.4 Bilateral Motion Control System
A bilateral control is a control system for teleoperation with haptic feedback. In the bilateral
control system, position and/or force information of both master and slave robots is transmitted
bidirectionally between the two robots [73, 74]. The bilateral control are based on the concept
of reproducibility and operationality. Reproducibility shows degree of reproduction of the en-
vironmental impedance in master robot. While operationality shows degree of operation force
which human operator feels obstacle force beside environmental impedance [75]. Recently there
are many many research consider on its design methodology. Mitsantisuk et al. proposed the
estimation of action/reaction forces for the bilateral control manipulator by using the Kalman
filter method. Here, the authors used two types of observer which are a Kalman-filter-based
state observer and a Kalman-filter-based disturbance observer [76, 77]. One of the important
factor in designing the bilateral control parameter is a frequency-domain damping effect [78]. It
can be designed by using the high pass filter (HPF) method in order to increase the performance
and stability of the acceleration-based bilateral control (ABC) system. To maintain the sta-
bility of the bilateral system, Amir et al. proposed the robust stability analysis method based
on the notions of wave variables and scattering parameters [79]. The authors had designed a
powerful 3D geometrical graphical method to enhance the 2D method of the system. By the
result, the proposed method promising a better compromise between stability and performance
of two bilateral control architectures. As the degree of freedom of the master–slave robots can
be extended, thus the control design can be enhanced from bilateral control into the multilateral
control scheme [80].
To help human operators perform tasks more efficiently and comfortably from the remote
site, the concept of bilateral teleoperator control system can be applied. A lot of consideration
need to be accounted to make the designed system works perfectly. Dongjun et al. had pro-
posed a passive bilateral teleoperation control method for a pair of n-degree-of-freedom nonlin-
ear robotic systems. The control laws ensures energetic passivity of the closed-loop teleoperator
with power scaling, coordinates motions and installs useful task-specific dynamics for inertia
scaling, motion guidance and obstacle avoidance in master–slave system [81]. A teleoperation
transparency (fidelity) is the extent of telepresence of the remote environment available to the
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user through the master–slave system. In December 2007, Mahdi et al. had conducted the
research to study the high-fidelity of the bilateral teleoperation systems and its effect on the
multimodal haptics [82]. Next, Chang et al. proposed a telepresence index for bilateral teleop-
eration, which can be used both for the performance evaluation of bilateral control architectures
and for design purposes [83]. In the research, telepresence index has been compared favorably
with the other indices in term of clarity, convenience and accuracy, thereby demonstrating its
superiority. For the nonlinear teleoperation system, Quyen et al. had conducted a study on
a bilateral control of nonlinear pneumatic actuators for achieving high-performance control of
the mass flow rate [84]. By the experimental results, it shows that good teleoperation trans-
parency is achieved despite all the obstacles such as discrete input and nonlinear behavior of
the pneumatic-actuated teleoperation system.
As the bilateral system can be controlled remotely by the teleoperation system, the time
delay between the master–slave controller seriously deteriorates its performance and stability
[85]. Thus, many research have been conducted that consider this effect. To achieve more
vivid haptic transmission in the bilateral teleoperated system, Dapeng et al. performed a study
on haptic system which rely on the wireless communication under varying delay [86]. The
consideration of time-delayed output feedback research also had been conducted by John et
al.. In his study, he used second-order sliding mode unknown input observers for estimating the
external forces, neglecting the need for both velocity and force sensors for bilateral teleoperation
of nonlinear manipulators [87]. While Franken et al. used a two-layer approach combining
passivity and transparency of time-delayed bilateral telemanipulation system [88]. Even the
time delay is the important parameters to be considered in the teleoperation of bilateral system
[89–93], by implementation of certain technique can avoid the unnecessary delay effect.
The bilateral control system can be applied with the scaling technique. Scaling is usually
applied for a master–slave robot system with different sizes. Thus, a concept of macro-master
and micro-slave can be realized to extend human ability in delicate tasks such as robotic surg-
eries. Many examples of this scaled bilateral manipulation system research have been studied.
Mizoguchi et al. implemented the scaling of bilateral control system for their study on stiffness
transmission by using the gyrator element integration [94]. The proposed method integrates the
gyrator element in the F matrix to convert transparency scaling ratio during contact motion.
The concept of scaled bilateral system not only support the single or one degree-of freedom
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(DOF) system, but also can be extended into the multi-DOF manipulation system [95]. By
this implemented system, Sakaino et al. proved that this concept can provides stable and pre-
cise responses and it is applicable for actual robot systems, which necessary for advanced and
sophisticated medical operations.
1.1.5 Advancement of Vision-based System
Nowadays, the vision-based technologies are increasingly used in many area. It leads to many
new applications such as video surveillance, person identification, motion capture for entertain-
ment industry or medical purposes but also tools and systems, where the user can interface
a device e.g. gesture recognition, human–machine interaction or interactive web-based com-
mercial applications [96]. In industrial processes field example, the vision-based system can be
represented by the virtual reality concept. Virtual prototyping consists in replacing physical
prototypes by virtual mock-ups in order to increase productivity and shorten design, develop-
ment, engineering and training times on industrial product [97]. The use of the vision-based
system in daily life also can improve the quality of human life. To enable lectures using graphical
illustration, students who are blind should be able to read the instruction, listen and to fuse
both information streams in real time. Thus, Fang et al. had developed a real-time vision-based
tracking system together with haptic gloves to help students who have visual impairments [98].
The developed system is able to provide direction in conjuction with speech and fingertip read-
ing.
An useful information from the vision system can be captured to be used in many applicable
visual analysis. For tracking trajectories application, a movement-flow based visual servoing
system was proposed by Pomares et a l.. The system fusing the visual and force information of
an object by using a three-dimensional (3-D) image space in unstructured environments [99]. By
considering the human skin’s surface traction fields, Kamiyama et al. had performed a research
to study about the impact of force in developing the depth information trough color in vision-
based sensory system for real-time measurement [100]. Here, it show that all the information
of the visual data is possible to be translated to generate another useful application.
Vision system have been reported uses in robotic area. In December 2013, Raffaella Carloni
and his fellow researchers had implemented the obstacle-avoidance techniques for unmanned
aerial vehicles (UAV). This method can overcome the problem of nonfunctional global posi-
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tioning system (GPS) of the UAV when flying indoors in an unknown and unstructured envi-
ronment [101]. In another similar UAVs application, Ha et al. had proposed the vision-based
teleoperation method to control the speed and movement’s capability of the paired unmanned
ground vehicle (UGV) [102]. This system later be integrated with the haptic device [103] allow-
ing a human user to (haptically) teleoperate the UAV and UGV coordination. For the planar
robots servoing system, Emmanuel et al. proposed the image-based position-force control for
constrained planar robots subject to complex friction. In that research, a new formal solution
is presented for the problem of the uncalibrated image-based robot force control under the
parametric uncertainties without the singularities in the camera orientation angle [104].
An image information can be manipulated to generate the force guidance for the mobile
application. In November 2007 at San Diego, the concept of vision-based force guidance have
been applied for a teleoperative mobile robot manipulation system. This research was conducted
by Chung et al. [105] to study the effectiveness of guidance forces in a haptic system to enable
ease-of-use for human operators performing common manipulation activities of daily tasks.
While Bartolini et al. used the virtual force approach to study the vulnerabilities of mobile
sensor deployment [106]. The concept of virtual-force-based control method was also applied by
Chong Liu and Jie Wu in order to study the geometric routing protocol in mobile ad hoc networks
(MANETS) [107]. For the power assisted wheelchair application, an interactive control method
by implementation of vision-based reaction force observer was proposed by Oda et al.. In the
proposed approach, both encoder-based and vision-based reaction force observer are designed
for obtaining the virtual force due to the environmental change in the field of view [108].
1.1.6 Perspective of Visual Navigation Technique
Tracking the movement of objects by a vision system in real-time is an important problem.
It has been addressed by researchers in a number of different fields including target tracking,
surveillance, automated guidance systems, inspection and monitoring [109]. Thus, the real-time
tracking system is necessary for the creation of intelligent robotic systems.
There are many research discussing about the visual servoing method. Simas et al. had
proposed the visual tracking technique which based on 3D probabilistic reconstruction. This
proposal executes the markerless visual tracking observing the environment through a model
based in a volumetric reconstruction technique [110]. Further, Harlan et al. had developed the
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visual navigation approach for a mobile devices [111]. The study presents the integration of
an improved camera pose recovery method into a landmark-based visual navigation system for
mobile devices. In March 2012, Bonin-Font et al. proposed the inverse perspective transforma-
tion (IPT) technique for concurrent visual navigation and localisation [112]. In their method,
they used the IPT-based image feature classification criterions for an obstacle detection and
avoidance purposes of a Pioneer 3DX robot. For the hand gesture detection and recognition
study, the real time application of visual servoing approach was proposed by Nagaraj N Bhat.
He developed this technique to prove that the fast process of hand gesture recognition and direc-
tion control can be developed for human computer interaction [113]. To improve the detection
process during teleoperated navigation, Rong Lie et al. had proposed the integration of visual
navigation and auditory feedback. This study provides evidence that auditory displays have
the potential to improve user performance and system safety for “end-to-end” teleoperation
tasks under unfavorable conditions [114]. Next, for the moving object tracking method, Akira
et al. introduced the visual servoing technique based on real-time distance identification of a 6
DOF manipulator. As a result, the system shows that the camera can track the moving object
perfectly by identifying distance real-time and calculating pseudo inverse matrix [115].
The camera can be used as a vision sensor for the navigation system. There are many
types of camera available to be used and one of it is omnidirectional camera. Omnidirectional
camera can provide 360◦ view in a single image. The uses of this type of camera in visual
servoing was reported by Ming et al.. In his research, he develop the visual homing approaches
to enable a mobile robot to a reference position using only visual information of an uncalibrated
omnidirectional camera [116]. By the same camera, Gaspar et al. also developed the vision-based
navigation and environmental representation of a mobile robot in indoor environments [117]. In
stead of the omnidirectional type camera, the stereo vision technique of normal camera also can
be implemented. In 2007, Li Ge and Zhao Jie had proposed a real-time stereo visual servoing
approach for grasping of moving object [118]. The study introduced a visual tracking control
method based on template matching and stereo matching method to solve problems of slow
servoing speed and low oriented precision at invariable periods of object tracking.
The visual navigation method has been reported to be used for an industrial robot appli-
cation. In 1999, Sung-Hyun et al. has proposed the real-time control of an industrial robot
by using an image-based visual servoing approach. This method overcomes several problems in
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visual servoing with the monocular vision system [119]. Later, in November 2002, Han Liu and
his team had introduced a position-based approach to visual servoing and pose estimation for
an unknown target of robot manipulator works to reach the object. This study was based on
the genetic algorithm method [120]. Not only for the industrial manipulator robot, the servoing
technique also can be applied to be used by the humanoid robots. This is proved by the re-
search conducted by Hwang et al.. In his research, he study the comparison between two visual
navigation strategies for kicking to virtual target point of humanoid robots [121]. For further
reducing the total processing time of the system, he uses a single board computer with webcam.
The development of mobile navigation system can also applying the vision-based servoing
technique. In September 1988, Ishikawa et al. had conducted a study on the visual navigation
of an autonomous vehicle by using the white line recognition. In their approach, the automatic
unmanned vehicle (AUV) follows a white guide line on a flat ground floor sensing through a
forward looking camera [122]. Andrea et al. had conducted a study to validate a framework
for avoiding moving obstacles during visual navigation with a wheeled mobile robot [123]. By
conducting the real outdoor experiments, the proposed method show that the robot behavior
is safer, smoother and faster when the obstacle velocities are considered. As for flying object
navigation system, Salazar et al. proposed a real-time stereo visual servoing control method for
an UAV that have eight-rotors. By this implementation, the system can estimate the UAV’s
3D position yet allowing to control the orientation and position of flying robot [124].
1.1.7 Overview of an Image Processing Techniques
The literature of image processing offers a variety of well-established methods, both linear and
nonlinear, for filtering monochrome or gray-level images [125]. Color image filtering, on the
other hand, has started receiving attention only in recent years [126–129]. The implementation
of visual navigation method in a vision based system must be went through some image filtering
or processing techniques [130]. Thus, understanding of its processing pipeline or step may be a
good starting point to fully comprehend the signal processing perspective [131].
One of the popular steps is the detection of edges in color images. Andreas et al. was
mentioned that edge detection is one of the most important tasks in image processing and scene
analysis systems [132]. From their finding, color edge operators are able to detect more edges
than gray-level edge operators. Thus, additional features can be obtained in color images that
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